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it is also not clear why thomson reuters is so concerned with people's use of zotero and the endnote styles. the zotero user manual makes it clear that using endnote styles in a zotero database is not a violation of the endnote license agreement. thomson reuters says that they have filed a lawsuit in the south carolina court and that the zotero
"enhancement" is the result of a violation of the endnote license agreement. however, thomson reuters has not filed a lawsuit in the western district of new york, where zotero is being used. yes, the imported endnote tags are used. endnote uses two different approaches for its own tag injection, the first (which i used when first testing on the import)
is to use the tag injected in the source endnote x7 document to create the endnote tag for the newly created reference type in the output bibliography. (i will add a note to my endnote x7 documentation to make that more clear.) the other way endnote uses tags is to use the field names that endnote uses when creating the source citation (when you
create the endnote x7 document). the field names for apa 6th are author, title, year, volume, number, pages, doi. the default is to use author and title. if you want to change that, you should change the field names in your endnote template. yes, you are correct. when the endnote import filter is first installed on a machine, the tags that it produces
are the tags that endnote x7 uses for its own tag injection. this is done to ensure that endnote tags that were used in the endnote x7 document do not disappear during the import, but also to ensure that the same tags are inserted into the newly created reference type in the output bibliography. when endnote x7 is updated, it does not change the

tags that endnote uses for its own tag injection. instead, it uses the tags that endnote x7 uses for its own tag injection. this allows you to change the way endnote x7 is customized for the user.
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this is a bit of a shocker and as such should be taken seriously. if you are an endnote user and you get this notice then you have reason to be concerned, especially if you are a student with a subscription to the msk endnote software. if you are planning on continuing to use the endnote software or if you have already upgraded, then you should
check your endnote account and make sure you have a current endnote license and that your endnote product key is current. once you have verified that all is fine then you are good to go. if you don't have a current endnote license, then you have a couple of options: if you are already a user of the endnote x7 subscription, then you should consider

contacting thomson reuters to request a replacement license. if you are not a user, then you should contact your supplier and request a replacement license. the university of chicago has been talking about replacing their endnote software for some time and has already replaced their software with the endnote x8 software, so we may see similar
activity at other institutions that subscribe to the msk endnote software. if you can remember the password, then you are all set. otherwise you will need to create a new account for endnote x8. the password for the endnote x8 web portal is the same as for the endnote x7 web portal. the endnote x8 software is available for windows and mac.
endnote x8 is the same as endnote x7.5.3, but includes some additional features. our library uses endnote for citation management. we have two licenses, one for academic libraries and one for commercial libraries. we use the academic version. while we can start to use the commercial version it is prohibitively expensive. until the commercial

version is available and we can purchase it, we are hoping that our library can use the academic version. how do we do that? 5ec8ef588b
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